INFRA-RED SENSOR MOUNTED IN WALL MOUNTED LAVATORY

TRANSFORMER WIRE THROUGH DRYWALL AS HIGH AS POSSIBLE (HIDDEN BEHIND LAVATORY). WIRE LOCATED THROUGH ESCUTCHEON PLATE.

2'-8" TO TOP OF LAVATORY RIM
FLOOR LINE

HANDICAPPED WASHROOM LAVATORY
– ACCESS DOOR DETAIL

N.T.S.

NOTE: TRANSFORMER TO BE LOCATED IN STORAGE ROOM LOCATED BEHIND WASHROOM AREA OR LOCATED MOUNTED IN CEILING SPACE.

ELECTRICAL JUNCTION BOX LOCATED ATTACHED TO BLOCKING

WOOD BLOCKING ATTACHED TO STUD

WALL STUD

INFRA-RED SENSOR TRANSFORMER

6x6 ACCESS DOOR FRAMED CENTERED ON JUNCTION BOX

SECTION
N.T.S.